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Adding DNA to
your family tree
Susan C Meates explains how DNA testing can help
complement your research in the paper records.
Additional research by Salli Dyson
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NA testing is a tremendous
opportunity to discover
information beyond the
paper records, and to break through
brick walls. In one example in this
article, testing helped overcome a brick
wall that had existed for decades. There
are three primary DNA tests used for
genealogy – see the box overleaf. Y-

DNA and mtDNA are the easiest tests
to use and understand.
Where to start

mtDNA is more anthropological than
Y-DNA, since mtDNA mutates at a
slower rate. The Full Sequence test is
needed for genealogical matches. Due
to the slow mutation rate of mtDNA,
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Full Sequence matches can also be
anthropological. The distant origin
provided by an mtDNA test is quite
interesting. Speciﬁc genealogical
questions can be answered with this
test, such as determining whether two
daughters had the same mother.
Matches may provide clues.
Starting with Y-DNA provides the
opportunity to gain the most
information to assist with your
genealogical research. Y-DNA can be
applied of any of the direct male lines
in your family tree. You are not limited
to the surname of your father. For
example, if you have hit a brick wall
with your mother’s father’s direct male
line, you could begin there.
Most people start with their father’s
direct male line. If you are female, you
will have to ﬁnd a male in the direct
male line to test, such as your father,
one of your brothers, or one of your
father’s brothers.
The key is ﬁnding a male to represent
the direct male line.
To set your priorities for which direct
male lines to test in your family tree,
consider the following:
1. Your budget. It is easier to get males
to participate if you offer to pay for
their test
2. Your interest level regarding each
direct male line
3. The number of surviving males to
represent the direct male line. Those
lines with limited males and/or
elderly males would be a higher
priority to test, before they are gone
4. Has anyone tested with the surname?
5. The frequency of the surname
6. Does a DNA project exist for the
surname?
To help you answer items 4-6,
information is provided below about
surnames and how to search the
vendor’s website to get relevant
information to assist with your prioritisation.
Your surname and Y-DNA

Two issues are relevant as to whether a
male who takes a Y-DNA test will
109
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DNA TESTS FOR GENEALOGY

mtDNA

The result tells you about the direct female line, which is a mother, her
mother, her mother, and back in time. Both males and females inherit
mtDNA, though only females pass it on.
This genealogy DNA test will find matches on your direct female line, and
tell you about the distant origin of this ancestor. A mtDNA test is more
anthropological than the other tests. For matches in a genealogical time
frame, order the mtDNA Full Sequence test.
Y-DNA

This test tells you about the direct male line which is a male, his father, his
father, and back in time. Y-DNA is passed from father to son, which is
typically the path of the surname in most cultures.
This powerful DNA test can provide information and clues to help
overcome brick walls on any of the male lines in your family tree.
Y-DNA is especially useful when a migration has occurred, and you don’t
know where to look for records. The test result also tells you about the
distant origin of a direct male line. Females will need to find a male to test.
Autosomal

An autosomal DNA test looks at your 22 pairs of chromosomes, called
autosomes. The 23rd pair is the sex chromosomes. Therefore, an autosomal
DNA test is looking across all branches of your family tree.
This genealogy DNA test looks across all branches of your family tree,
back about five generations, sometimes more. This test is a valuable tool to
assist you with all branches of your family tree, and may provide matches
or clues to overcome brick walls on any branch of your family tree.

immediately have a match with a male
with his surname:
• Whether males have tested with the
surname
• The frequency of the surname.
You can search the vendor’s database
by surname to see if anyone has tested
with the surname, and how many have
tested. Search at this URL in the box on
the right under Project Search:
www.familytreeDNA.
com/surname-search-results.aspx?
The results screen has three sections:
• Persons tested with the surname
• Surname Projects including the
surname
• Other projects including the surname,
such a geographical projects.
Where a section doesn’t appear in the
search results, there are no results for
that section.
The example pictured on the right
110

shows a search on the surname
Brockett. Forty people have tested, and
a Surname Project exists for the
surname with 31 participants. The 40
people tested could be male or female.
Most Surname Project participants are
primarily male, so most or all of the 31
participants in the Surname Project are
probably male.
Y-DNA testing is organized in
Surname Projects. The reason is that
the surname creates the time frame for
analysing results as the time since the
adoption of surnames. At the time of
adoption of surnames, circa 1250-1450
in England, multiple men had the same
or close Y-DNA results, and they most
likely adopted different surnames. By
focusing on DNA matches with the
same surname or a variant surname,
you will be evaluating the Y-DNA
results in a genealogical time period,

and then back to the adoption of
surnames.
If a Surname Project exists, you can
learn about the project by clicking on
the project name, such as Brockett. You
will land on the DNA project proﬁle
page, which gives you a summary of
the project, and on that page, you can
click on the project DNA website to
learn more.
In the case of the Brockett surname,
the search results also displayed the
word Guild after the project listing.
This notation means that the surname
is being researched as part of a surname
study, which is also known as a onename study. In addition, the surname
study is registered with the Guild of
One-Name Studies (www.onename.org), a global organisation for
those researching all occurrences of a
surname globally.
The fact that a project exists is
important. Each DNA project has a
volunteer project administrator(s).
They can help you understand your YDNA results. A Surname Project which
is part of a surname study usually
means that the administrator is actively
researching the surname and actively
recruiting Y-DNA participants, which
increase your odds of ﬁnding a match
right away.
In the case of Brockett, there are no
additional projects for the surname,
such as a geographical project.
In the other example shown below,

 Family Tree DNA search results page
for a search of Brockett
 Family Tree DNA search results for
Moore
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for the Moore surname, 2712 people
have tested. Though not shown, there
are a wide variety of other projects
listed in the search results, in addition
to the Surname Project.
We would expect more people to
have tested with the Moore surname
than the Brockett surname, because
Moore is a high frequency surname,
while Brockett is a very low frequency
surname/rare surname.
The highest frequency surname in
England is Smith, and the surname
Smith shows 8900 individuals have
taken a DNA test and are in the
database.
The higher the frequency of the
surname, the higher the number of
surname origins. The number of
surname origins impacts the odds of
whether you will have a match or
matches right away when you get your
results.
If your surname originated in
England or Wales, there is a very useful
site to determine the frequency: Search
a surname at this website:
http://taliesin-arlein.net/names/.
The results displayed are the
estimated population of the surname in

England and Wales as of September
2002, and the ranking of the surname.
As the chart below shows, Smith is the
most frequent surname, Moore is 33rd,
and Brockett is down the list with a
rank of 10,267.
Surname
Brockett
Moore
Smith

Population
568
120,060
652,563

Rank
10,267
33
1

These frequencies indicate that both
Smith and Moore are multiple origin
surnames, with Smith having many
more origins than Moore. Brockett
could be a single-origin surname,
though more likely there is a small
number of origins, with some Bracketts
became Brockett, and perhaps vice
versa. Rare surnames are late-forming
variants, according to George
Redmonds, a noted expert on English
surnames.
For multiple-origin surnames, the
more the origins, the smaller your odds
of initially having a match – though YDNA testing is like roulette, you never
know the outcome until you test.
For example, a Moore recently took a

Y-DNA test. With multiple origins and
a high population, the odds of a match
initially are very low. He was pleasantly
surprised with ﬁve matches, one to a
parish in Suffolk which is a strong clue
to investigate to ﬁnd the prior location
of his migrating ancestor.
Ricketts is a moderately high
frequency surname, with some late
forming variants, as shown in this
chart:
Surname
Ricket
Rickets
Rickett
Ricketts
Total

Population
31
60
1220
6398
7709

Rank
68,493
45,461
5635
1235
—

If you investigate brieﬂy your
surname and check how many have
tested, you can take a guess as to
whether you will initially have a match,
or have to wait for a match. The odds
depend on the number of surname
origins, the frequency of the surname,
and the number of males who have
tested with the surname.
You wouldn’t know for sure whether
you will have a match until you take a

Winterbourne Kingston Parish church, Dorset
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 Cosy Nook cottage, Winterbourne Kingston, Dorset

Y-DNA test. If you don’t have a match,
it is only a matter of time. If no one has
yet tested with the surname, it is still
worthwhile to test, since the ﬁrst one
testing will encourage others to test.
It is important to get any direct male
lines tested in your family tree where
there are limited numbers of males. If
you wait, they may no longer be with us.
Once you test a direct male line in
your family tree, you may want to test a
distant male on that direct male line, to
validate the genealogy research of the
two branches.
You can also go an additional step,
and ask people to test that you think
will provide information for your brick
wall. For example, if your brick wall is
in a location where there are others
with the surname, who don’t connect
with documents to your tree, asking
them to test will provide useful
information. Do they match, and
perhaps a larger family group migrated
112

to the parish? This would provide you
with more names to search for a
location where all the persons have
documented events.
All direct male lines end at some
point in your documented research. A
common occurrence is that a migration
occurred, and you don’t know where
they came from. It could be a migration
to London where the ancestor died
before the 1851 census, a migration to
another parish or county in the UK, or
a migration to the colonies, before
there were records as to their parish of
origin.
Sometimes you have to wait for a
match. During the wait, after getting
your primary direct male lines Y-DNA
tested and on ﬁle, the next step is to
pursue autosomal DNA testing to work
on all branches of your family tree.
When you do have a Y-DNA match
in the future, you will get an email.
Exploring the clues provided by the

match might help you break through a
brick wall.
Autosomal DNA for all
branches of your family tree

An autosomal DNA test works on all
branches of your family tree. The
vendors state about ﬁve generations
back, sometimes more. The reason for
a limit on the reach of this test is that,
over time, segments from ancestors are
either cut too small to make an
accurate determination, or they are lost,
since you only get half your father and
half your mother.
The results from an autosomal DNA
test provide you with matches with
whom you share segments of DNA,
and a breakdown of your ancestry
composition. This ancestry
composition, which is also known as
biographical ancestry, genetic ancestry,
or ethnicity, is an analysis based on
comparing your autosomal results to
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the underlying dataset of the vendor.
The dataset can be from published
research and/or a proprietary dataset. A
key component of each dataset is
ﬁnding and testing indigenous
populations, where there has been little
mixing between populations. When
that is not possible, the criteria for
inclusion in the dataset is usually that
all four grandparents must come from
the same location.
These reference datasets improve and
expand over time, which can result in
changes to your composition estimates.
In addition, the vendors may change
their analysis algorithms. Your
autosomal DNA result is compared to
the dataset, which is also known as a
reference panel. The ethnicity of the
reference data is known, and therefore
your ethnicity components can be
inferred based on your similarity to the
various samples in the reference panel.
To maximize success with an
autosomal test, you want to research
each branch of your family tree back as
far as possible. In addition, if your
parents, grandparents, or their siblings
are living, testing them extends the
reach of the test. Also, testing your
parents would provide the segments
you didn’t get from them. If your
parents aren’t living, then testing their
siblings and your siblings would pick
up more segments.
You want to prioritise your investigation of matches to those that are the
closest relationship to you, so you will
have the best odds of success to ﬁnd the
common ancestor. The match results
page provides an estimate of the relationship of each match to you, such as
2nd-3rd cousin.
Waiting for a Y-DNA match

If you have any Y-DNA results where
you are waiting for a match – it is only a
matter of time.
For example, a Ricketts man tested in
2010, and didn’t have any matches. His
direct male line ended with George
Ricketts, born circa 1832, England.
Without a more speciﬁc location, the

research ended with a brick wall. No
speciﬁc location was known for the
baptism of George. Not knowing the
location for further research is a
common occurrence in our genealogy
research.
George Ricketts had migrated to the
USA, and settled in Illinois. The USA
Federal census only provided a
birthplace of England, and indicated
that George Ricketts was born about
1832. There are too many George
Ricketts born in that time frame in
England to have any hope of ﬁnding
the right George and suﬃcient
supporting documentation to make a
connection.
The only alternative was to wait for a
Y-DNA match.
Ricketts is a moderately high
frequency surname, with an estimated
60-75 origins, so not having a match
initially is an expected outcome.
Many years went by, and no matches.
Finally, a man in Australia tested, and


his Ricketts direct male line had a
documented connection to a location
in England. His direct male line ends
eight generations back, with the
ancestor James Rickets, who married in
1770 in Winterbourne Kingston,
Dorset. Four generations after James,
his descendant Samuel George Ricketts
migrated to Australia, where the tree
continues to the present day.
The match between the Australia
Ricketts and the USA Ricketts triggered
further research. Could the baptism of
George be found and could we ﬁnd
suﬃcient collaborating documentary
evidence that the right George had
been identiﬁed?
The ﬁrst step was to search the parish
registers of Winterbourne Kingston,
the location indicated by the DNA
match, to determine if there was a
George baptised around 1832. A
George Ricketts baptism in 1830 was
found, with parents George and
Catherine Ricketts. This was

COMBINING DNA WITH RECORDS RESEARCH

The Ricketts Family History Project collaborates with the Ricketts surname
study run by Salli (née Ricketts) Dyson, which is registered with the Guild of
One-Name Studies, London, England. Salli holds records from over 40
years of research.
The Ricketts Family History Project combines genealogy research with
DNA testing to make a wide variety of discoveries, including but not
limited to, connecting branches of family trees, sorting out various family
trees in one location, making connections to the ancestral homeland,
discoveries about the surname, migrations, surname evolution, connecting
groups of family trees who share a surname origin, and we are working
towards discovering the various origins of the surname. Our goal is to test
2 distant males from each tree. Over 300 males have tested who live in 14
countries. Testing is sponsored. Please contact the project to participate or
for additional information:
Email: RickettsProject@gmail.com
Website: RickettsProject.org
United Kingdom Freephone: 0800 689 9949 (please leave a message)
All other countries: +1 914-301-3322 GMT-5
Postal Mail UK: The Ricketts Family History Project UK Office, Docton
Court, 2 Myrtle Street Appledore, Bideford EX39 1PH
Postal Mail Australia: The Ricketts Family History Project Australia Office,
22 Kirrawee Avenue, Kirrawee, New South Wales 2232 Australia
Postal Mail USA: The Ricketts Family History Project, PO Box 103, Peosta, IA
52068, USA.
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encouraging, but additional collaborating evidence was needed. Of course, we
wouldn’t connect George on name
alone.
Salli (née Ricketts) Dyson, who
collaborates with The Ricketts Family
History Project, and has over 40 years’
experience with the Ricketts surname
study, proceeded with the research in
both the USA and England.
Her ﬁrst step was to gather as much
evidence as possible in the township
and county in Illinois where George
resided, to determine if other family
members might have also migrated.
This step involved collecting all the
Ricketts and variants in the area. The
results of this research showed that in
addition to George Ricketts of England
in the USA Federal censuses, Salli
found in the censuses a Benjamin
Ricketts in 1850 and a different George
Ricketts in the 1860 and 1870 census;
he was much older than the George
baptised 1830. John Ricketts and his
family also appear in the county in the
1860 census, but under the name of
Rickett. Except for Benjamin, all the
census entries show the households
residing at Township 7 Range 8.
Once all the information was
gathered in the migration destination,
the research turned to England.
From the Winterbourne Kingston
parish register, George Ricketts who
was baptised in 1830 in Winterbourne
Kingston, had a brother Benjamin, a
brother John, and a sister, Mary.
In the 1841 census in the UK, the
family members and their age are:
George Ricketts
Kitty Ricketts

John Ricketts
Mary Ricketts
George Ricketts

16
14
12

Benjamin was no longer living at
home in this census. As the eldest son,
and based on ﬁnding him in the USA
census in 1850, he most likely was the
ﬁrst one to migrate, and then the
other’s followed.
From the parish registers in England
there is a family of George and
Catherine, with sons Benjamin,
George, John, and a daughter. The
family disappears from Winterbourne
Kingston. In a small rural township in
Illinois, we have households for the
father George Ricketts and Catherine,
and households for two of the sons,
George and John. Nearby, and in the
county, we have Benjamin, the oldest
son.
The traditional research in records
such as census and parish registers
provided suﬃcient evidence to
conclude that the George Ricketts
baptised in 1830, in Winterbourne
Kingston, Dorset, with parents George
and Catherine Ricketts, is the same
George who is later found in Illinois,


E T

with his parents and brothers living
close by. This conclusion is supported
by there being no trace of these people
present in the UK after they are found
in the USA.
Research in the parish registers
continued, and enabled Salli to take
George Ricketts back three more
generations to a John Ricketts who
married Elizabeth unknown, and had a
son baptised Benjamin Ricketts in 1759
in Winterbourne Stockland, Dorset.
The DNA match of the USA Ricketts
to the Australian Ricketts, who has a
documented connection to England,
provided a location clue. Traditional
genealogy research provided the
necessary supporting evidence to draw
a conclusion that George Ricketts in the
USA was George Ricketts baptised in
Winterbourne Kingston, Dorset in
1830.
Learning about DNA testing and
using this source in your research is not
any more diﬃcult than many of the
records we use in our paper based
research. No prior scientiﬁc knowledge
is required. You learn as you go, at your
own pace. DNA testing is a tremendous
opportunity to solve brick walls. 
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